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Devices for emittance measurement 
• Wire scanner (WS) 

•  The most precise LHC device, but can not be used for emittance 
measurement of all bunches in the machine (limitations are ~240 
nominal bunches @450 GeV or ~12 bunches @6.5TeV). 

• Beam Synchrotron Radiation Telescope (BSRT) 
•  Cross calibrated to WS in the “BSRT calibration fills” carried out several 

times during the year. Far in time from the “BSRT calibration fills”, the 
absolute calibration of BSRT drifts due to radiation damage.  

•  Used during the LHC operation for the relative change of the emittance 
during the fill. 

• Emittance scans (as focus of this talk) 
•  From 2017, emittance scans are done in every fill at CMS at the 

beginning and at the end of the fill. 
•  From 2018 at CMS (IP5) and ATLAS (IP1). 
•  In addition to powerful handle on luminometers performance, emittance 

scans are used for emittance evolution studies in long LHC fills. 
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CMS emittance scans for beam emittance measurement 

•  Beams are scanned at CMS (IP5) in 7-9 separation steps in X and Y plane.  
•  The effective beam overlap Σx(Y) is measured from the width of the 

Gaussian fit to the emittance scan data in X(Y) and used to calculate 
emittance X(Y).  
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Beginning of fill 
“early scan” 

End of fill 
“late scan” 

Scan in X plane Scan in Y plane Example of the fit 
for one bunch 
crossing  

ΣX(Y) beam  
overlap 

εx= [Σx
2 γ  -  2γσZ

2sin2(α/2)] / [2β*cos2(α/2)] 
εY=ΣY

2 γ / 2β*  

(α/2) crossing angle, γ relativistic factor, β* beam optics, σZ bunch length.  

 
 

εX calculation requires precisely  
measured bunch length  



Longitudinal bunch profiles (LHC)  
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Link to the talk S.Papadopoulou 

•  q-parameter of q-Gaussian 
approaches 1, beams 
become more Gaussian with 
time.  

•  Non-Gaussian longitudinal 
profile of the beam leads to 
overestimated  σZ  by ~5% 
(difference of estimate from q-
Gaussian fits and values 
reported by BQM). 



Why do we need IP5 and IP1 scans  
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M.Hostettler 

• Assuming round optics, ATLAS and CMS emittance 
measured agree for the non-crossing plane.  

•  The crossing plane emittance measurement is biased:  
•  Cross-experiment correction shows big fill-to-fill variation. 
•  Correction can be only quantified when CMS and ATLAS emittance 

scans are carried out one after another! 

CMS (IP5) is ~0.9µm low in X  ATLAS(IP1) is ~0.9µm low in Y  

2018, X plane, CMS crossing plane  2018, Y plane, ATLAS crossing plane  
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Test: 
σZ -5%  

CMS (IP5) reference in Y ATLAS(IP1) reference in X 



CMS emittance Y vs. WS emittance in BSRT calibration fill 7220 

•  9 bunches of different emittance, but similar intensity were used in the BSRT 
calibration fill 7220 (β* = 30 cm, α/2 = 160 µrad, I= 0.9-1.1x1011 protons per bunch) 

•  One regular emittance scan and one extended emittance scan were done for CMS. 

•  CMS systematically measures higher emittance than wire scanner. 
•  ~5% spread for this emittance family is detector related (HFET-forward calorimeter transverse energy 

ET counting or PLT – pixel luminosity telescope) or scan type related (9 separation steps or 15 steps).  
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Typical error on Σx(Y) is <1% 
(only statistical), resulting into ~2%  
effect on emittance from this source.  
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CMS emittance Y vs. WS emittance in BSRT calibration fill 6592 

•  9 bunches of different emittance, starting conditions similar to fill 7220 
•  CMS systematically measures ~15-20% higher emittance than WS 

for all bunches. 
•  ~3-5% spread is detector related (HFOC-forward calorimeter occupancy method or 

BCM1F Si – Fast Beam Condition Monitor, silicon sensor) or scan related (first scan 
or last scan of the fill).  

•  Note: we do not have bunches narrower than 1.7µm in fill 6592! 

Fill 7220  
Reminder 
from previous slide  

Fill 6592  



Observed bunch shapes, BSRT calibration fill 6592 
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Wide bunch ~4.5µm  Narrow bunch ~1.8µm  
•  Non-Gaussian profile of the 

beams:  
•   “S-like shape” in the residuals in X 

scan 
•   “W-like” shape in the residuals Y scan 

•  Shapes in the residuals are more 
pronounced for the narrow 
bunches. 

•  Similar shapes are seen in the 
residuals to Gaussian fit of ATLAS 
emittance scans. 

•  Scanning the beams in opposite to 
usual scan direction (e.g. not left 
èright, but rightè left) did not 
change the observation è real 
beam effect.  

Link to the talk from M.Hostettler 
  

CMS crossing plane 

CMS separation plane 

CMS crossing plane 

CMS separation plane 



Emittance scans for emittance evolution study 

•  Effective beam overlap (ΣX(Y))  
•  Beam width (σX(Y)) 
•  Emittance (εX(Y)) 

•  Effective beam overlap (ΣX(Y))  
•  Beam width (σX(Y)) 
•  Emittance (εX(Y)) 
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Beginning of fill 
“early scan” 

End of fill 
“late scan” 

X Y

Using single Gaussian fit to all colliding bunches we can measure:     

In the early scan  In the late scan  

Difference we call evolution   

In the long LHC fills early and late scans are 12-15 hours separated. 
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Fill 7334,  effective beam overlap ΣX(Y) 
In the “early scan” In the “late scan” 

β* = 30 cm, α/2 = 160 µrad   β* = 25 cm, α/2 = 130 µrad   

4 µm decrease in the ΣX, almost no change in ΣY. Not the same trend as in VdM, as ΣX should be  
corrected for Crossing angle (see σX(Y) evolution and VdM slide in backup).  

First bunch in the train 

Zoom in  



Fill 7334, BQM bunch length measurement, σZ 
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at the time of “early scan” at the time of “late scan” 

Note: first bunches of the train 
become shorter then all others! 

These per bunch crossing BQM measurements are showing evolution of the bunches in the  
longitudinal plane and are used in emittance X  calculation.  

Zoom in  

Note: the slope  
along the orbit! 
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Fill 7334, CMS emittance evolution εX(Y) 

+0.5um correction to εX is applied to  
take into account σZ non-Gaussian shape.   

No additional corrections to εX! 
σZ considered to be Gaussian in late scan. 

In the “early scan” In the “late scan” 

First bunch in the train 

Zoom in  



Comparison of CMS emittance Y with BSRT 
•  As bunches evolve differently, 4 groups were 

proposed for evolution study (see the talk) 

•  CMS emittance always higher than BSRT. 
•  Just after the BSRT calibration, Fill 7221, ~25% difference 

seen for both scans in Y. CMS measures higher emittance in 
Y and similar emittance growth in 13 hours relative to the 
emittance at the beginning of the fill. Up to 3% difference is 
seen in the measured emittance when using HFOC or HFET 
data.  
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•  In a different fill, Fill 7334 ~10% difference seen for late scan in Y and ~20% in the 
early scan. CMS measures less emittance growth in 13 hours in this fill (delta ε – 
difference of emittance in early and late scan relative to early emittance).  



Work planned and open questions 
•  There is still a lot of work to do… We looked at several fills from 85 long fills 
available in CMS data and ~25 fills with good BSRT data in 2018. 

•  Dynamic β* correction to be finalized and applied to all emittance scans. 
•  Emittance evolution comparison in all long fills in 2017-2018 to study trends and compare with 

emittance evolution from BSRT data. 
•  Test: for how much we have to reduce σZ to bring CMS/ATLAS emittance measurements into 

agreement in the crossing plane. 
•  Compare σZ from BQM and from CMS beamspot measurement  

•  Longitudinal profiles study in any fill where data is available in 2017-2018 (in contact 
with Helga Timko). 

•  Goal: to understand why correction to emittance scan is ~0.5µm in 2016, ~0.7µm in 2017 and 
~0.9µm in 2018 with big variations from fill to fill.  

•  Using ATLAS emittance scans for the cross check emittance in the crossing plane 
and the best longitudinal profiles from BQM can we gain understanding and get 
consistency in CMS emittance X?  

•  BSRT calibration fills analyses: 
•  if we have data from more scans, analyze all for consistency check (including 2017 BSRT 

calibration fills and all BRIL detectors with final corrections). 

•  Do we have a handle on non-factorization (XY correlation)? If it is changing during 
the fill, it has an impact on emittance evolution we extract.  
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References and additional material  
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Fill 7334, beam width evolution σX(Y) 

1 µm increase in the calculated SigmaX, almost no change in SigmaY.  
Trend similar to VdM fill (see on the next slide). 

Crossing angle change in X is taken out! 

In the “early scan” In the “late scan” 

Zoom in  
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Link to the talk 
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Link to the talk 
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Link to the talk 

2017 
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Link to the talk 
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Link to the talk 


